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. T A

Internalists think that:
An individual’s justi cation for her belief is just a ma er of the
reasons for her belief that she is aware of.

Applied to testimony:
A listener’s justi cation for her belief in a speaker’s testimony is
just ama er of reasons for thinking that the speaker’s testimony
is true that the listener is aware of.

I’ll suggest that there’s more to the epistemology of testimony than internalist
theories can allow. So internalism is false.

A consequence of internalism is the following:
If two listeners are alikewith respect to reasons for thinking that
a speaker’s testimony is true, then their beliefs are alike with
respect to justi cation.

is is false. Or so I argue.

. T C

: One day Vic discovers a rash on his arm and goes to
visit his doctor Bob. Vic has various good reasons for thinking
Bob is a competent doctor and a sincere testi er. Bob correctly
tells Vic that the rash onhis armmeans he has conditionα. Bob
correctly tells Vic that he has condition α because, whilst the
rash on Vic’s arm looks similar to a rash associated with con-
dition β. Bob can tell that the rash on Vic’s arm is the one as-
sociated with α rather than the one associated with condition
β.

*: OnedayVic* discovers a rashonhis armandgoes
to visit his doctor Bob*. Vic* has just as many and varied good
reasons for thinking Bob* is a competent doctor and a sincere
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testi er as Vic (in ) has for thinking Bob is a compe-
tent doctor and a sincere testi er. Bob* tells Vic* that the rash
on his armmeans that he has conditionα. Like Bob’s diagnosis
of Vic, Bob*’s diagnosis of Vic* is correct. Unlike Bob, however,
Bob* is unable to distinguish between the rash associated with
condition α and the rash associated with condition β. is is
because Bob* has a more limited experience and range of ex-
pertise than Bob and as a result is unaware of condition β.

. T A

( ) Vic and Vic* are different epistemically.
( ) Vic and Vic* are alike internally.

erefore
( ) Internalism (about testimony) is false.

. A T D E ?

• e cases look like an argument for internalism. Speci cally, the New
Evil Demon Argument.

• e idea is that I and my enva ed counterpart are alike internally, not
alike externally and alike with respect to justi cation.

• But this intuition can be neutralised by thinking about *Goldman’s*
barn facsimiles.

• When Henry nds out about the barn facsimiles, he doesn’t think that
he used to know (have justi cation) but now doesn’t. He thinks that he
nds out how he was all along.

. A T A I ?

• things might make an internal difference: false beliefs and misleading
evidence.

• e false belief strategy suffers from a dilemma.
• Either the belief is toonarrow tobeplausible, or it’s toobroad tobe false.
• e misleading evidence involves smuggling non-internalist goods.
• Also, the New Evil Demon-style internalist needs to think that they are

alike internally.


